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ABSTRACT
We nd a class of (2+1)-dimensional spacetimes admitting Killing spinors ap-
propriate to (2,0) adS-supergravity. The vacuum spacetimes include anti-de Sitter
(adS) space and charged extreme black holes, but there are many others, including
spacetimes of arbitrarily large negative energy that have only conical singulari-
ties, and the spacetimes of fractionally charged point particles. The non-vacuum
spacetimes are those of self-gravitating solitons obtained by coupling (2,0) adS su-
pergravity to sigma-model matter. We show, subject to a condition on the matter
currents (satised by the sigma model), and a conjecture concerning global ob-
structions to the existence of certain types of spinor elds, that the mass of each
supersymmetric spacetime saturates a classical bound, in terms of the angular
momentum and charge, on the total energy of arbitrary eld congurations with
the same boundary conditions, although these bounds may be violated quantum
mechanically.
1. Introduction
Theories of gravity in 2+1 dimensions continue to be a fertile area for the
investigation of the consequences of general covariance in eld theory. The (p,q)
anti-de Sitter (adS) supergravity theories [1], which can be viewed as pure Chern-
Simons (CS) terms for the superalgebras osp(pj2;R)osp(qj2;R), are of particular
interest for various reasons. Firstly, the (0,0) case is just 2+1 Einstein gravity with
a negative cosmological constant, which has been shown to admit asymptotically-
adS black hole solutions [2]. This theory is the bosonic sector of the (1,1) theory
and in this context one can ask whether black hole solutions are `supersymmetric'
in the sense of preserving some of the supersymmetry of the adS vacuum. This
is equivalent to asking whether the black hole spacetime admits a suitably-dened
Killing spinor and it has been shown [3] that only the extreme rotating black holes,
and the non-rotating `black hole vacuum' [2], do so. Secondly, for p or q greater
than one, the action includes an so(p)so(q) pure CS term. The simplest such case
is the (2,0) theory which we review below. We nd a one-function class of `o-shell'
bosonic eld congurations of this model that preserve some supersymmetry, i.e.
admit Killing spinors. The function is xed by the eld equations and the boundary
conditions, and depends on the adS inverse radius, m. For zero charge, Q, we nd
a class of supersymmetric vacuum spacetimes with ADM mass M = 2mJ   n
2
(relative to the `black hole vacuum'), and total angular momentum J , for any
integer n. When n = 0 or jnj = 1 we recover, for J = 0, the black-hole vacuum
and anti-de Sitter spacetime respectively. For jnj > 1 we nd a new class of
supersymmetric spacetimes with a naked conical singularity of negative decit
angle  =  2(jnj 1). The point particle spacetimes [4] with  1 > M > 0, which
have a naked conical singularity of positive decit angle  = 2(1 +
p
M ), are also
supersymmetric when Q is such that M =  4Q
2
.
It is a general feature of supergravity theories that solutions that are supersym-
metric (in the above sense of admitting a Killing spinor) saturate a Bogomolnyi-
Gibbons-Hull type of bound on the ADM energy of any eld conguration that is
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either non-singular or, if singular, can evolve from an initially non-singular cong-
uration. A special case of this bound is the positivity of the ADM energy. One
usually nds (e.g. for asymptotically at spacetimes of dimension d > 3) that,
once boundary conditions at spatial innity have been specied, there is a unique
supersymmetric zero charge state which is naturally identied as the vacuum. An
exception to this rule is (2,0) (adS)
3
-supergravity because it turns out that there
are many supersymmetric zero charge congurations. The only non-singular one
is the adS spacetime itself but the black hole vacuum, which has a null singularity,
is also supersymmetric and is non-singular on all spacelike hypersurfaces orthog-
onal to the orbits of the timelike Killing vector eld. Other supersymmetric zero
charge spacetimes have naked timelike conical singularities and do not admit a
non-singular Cauchy surface, so only adS spacetime and the black hole vacuum are
candidates for `the' vacuum. The reason that there can be two such candidates
is that in 2+1 dimensions spatial innity is not simply connected so that, as ap-
preciated in [3], spinors that are asymptotically Killing may be either periodic or
anti-periodic at spatial innity. However, knowledge of the behaviour at spatial
innity of an asymptotically Killing spinor requires more than the knowledge of
whether it is periodic or antiperiodic; one must know its phase, which is specied
by the integer n. We shall shortly return to the signicance of this fact.
A variant [5] of the ADM method can be used to nd expressions as surface
integrals of mass, angular momentum and charge in asymptotically adS space-
times of arbitrary dimension. In three dimensions a simplication of this method
is made possible by the fact that three-dimensional adS (super)gravity can be
viewed as a pure Chern-Simons theory [1,6]. This leads naturally to a denition
of mass and other `charges' in terms of holonomy, in agreement with other meth-
ods [2,7]. We use this result and the methods of [8,9] to deduce that the energy
E =M + 1 of an asymptotically adS spacetime is bounded in terms of its angular
momentum and charge. Specically, for zero angular momentum and charge one
nds thatM> n
2
, where the integer n species the type of asymptotically Killing
spinor under consideration. The proof of this bound depends on the asymptotically
3
Killing spinor being non-singular on a Cauchy surface and satisfying a Dirac-like
equation (the `Witten condition'). It can happen that a particular asymptotically
adS spacetime will not admit such a spinor for certain values of n. An example
is adS spacetime itself for which jnj = 1 is possible but n = 0 is not; if it were
we could prove that M>0 for this spacetime whereas in fact M =  1. We shall
later provide some evidence for the conjecture that, for any asymptotically adS
solution of the Einstein equations (with suitably well-behaved matter) for which
there exists a non-singular Cauchy surface, it is possible to nd an asymptotically
Killing spinor satisfying the Witten condition with either n = 0 or jnj = 1. If
this is true then we need consider only n = 0 and jnj = 1, since jnj > 1 leads
to a weaker bound. This would establish the absolute stability of adS spacetime,
but the black hole vacuum might be unstable against semi-classical tunnelling. An
instability of this type has been shown to aict the Kaluza-Klein vacuum of ve-
dimensional general relativity [10], for which the positive energy theorem fails for
similar reasons.
This conjecture does not imply the non-existence of spacetimes with M <  1;
as already mentioned, there is a supersymmetric spacetime with M =  n
2
for
every integer n. However, the supersymmetric spacetimes with jnj > 1 have naked
singularities that prevent one from nding a non-singular Cauchy surface and this
may be a feature of all solutions of the eld equations withM <  1, for suciently
well-behaved matter. We remark that spacetimes with naked singularities should
not be considered unphysical per se. It is known that cosmic censorship is false
for asymptotically (adS)
3
spacetimes since non-singular matter can collapse to a
naked singularity if 0 > M >  1 [11]. The singularity in this case is a conical
one with a positive decit angle. We suggest that the appropriate extension of the
cosmic censorship hypothesis in this context is such as to permit naked singularities
of this type but no others.
In certain respects, (2+1)-dimensional supergravity is similar to (4+1) dimen-
sional supergravity for which it is known [9] that supersymmetric black holes can
be viewed as limits of self-gravitating solitons of supergravity coupled to matter.
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One of the motivations for the work reported in this paper was to investigate
whether a similar result holds for self-gravitating solitons of the 2+1 dimensional
(2,0) adS supergravity coupled to matter. In addressing this question our rst task
is the construction of a suitable coupling of matter to (2,0) adS supergravity. The
problem of coupling scalar multiplets to N -extended Einstein supergravity without
a cosmological constant was solved in [12]. The inclusion of a cosmological term
is straightforward for N = 1 (leading to a matter coupled (1,0) adS supergravity
theory), and is implicit in the N = 1 superspace results of [13]. In contrast, the
inclusion of a cosmological term for N > 1, in the presence of matter, cannot be
deduced simply from the results of [12] because the eld content diers by the
presence of the Chern-Simons gauge eld(s). Taking the N = 2 at space sigma-
model as our starting point we construct a locally supersymmetric coupling of this
action to (2,0) adS supergravity. The target space of this locally-supersymmetric
sigma model is Kahler. We choose it to be compact, in order to allow for the
possibility of sigma-model solitons, and we study the particular case of the Rie-
mann sphere in detail. In the absence of supergravity the soliton solutions are
simply holomorphic functions on 2-space considered as the complex plane (see, for
example, [14]). Remarkably, this continues to be true, for an appropriate choice
of complex coordinate, even when the gravitational corrections are included, al-
though the holomorphic functions must now satisfy a further restriction. For the
case of an S
2
target space this further restriction is that the holomorphic function
be homogeneous. These self-gravitating solitons admit Killing spinors and satu-
rate an energy bound. In this respect, self-gravitating solitons of three-dimensional
supergravity/matter theories are similar to those of ve-dimensional supergravity
[9], but the Einstein equation is now a non-linear second-order ODE. Although we
have not been able to solve this equation analytically, we argue that the solitons
governed by this equation are non-singular. We are also able to determine their
asymptotic behaviour; we nd that the solitons always have a logarithmic depen-
dence on the natural radial coordinate, for large radius, but such that E   2mJ is
well-dened, and bounded in terms of the charge Q, even though neither E nor J
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is separately well-dened. Thus, the asymptotic symmetry group of these solutions
is a proper subgroup of the adS group.
We conclude this introduction with a brief account of the pure (2,0) adS su-
pergravity [1]. The eld content consists of the metric tensor, g

, a complex
Rarita-Schwinger eld,  

, and an Abelian gauge eld A
































where m is a constant with units of mass which we may assume to be positive.










where D is the usual Lorentz-covariant derivative except that the spin connection




















































We follow the conventions of [1], i.e. the metric signature is `mostly minus' and





The condition for a purely bosonic eld conguration of (2,0) adS supergrav-







admit a non-zero solution for the spinor parameter . Since this equation is linear
in  its consequences are unchanged if  is replaced by the commuting spinor .
Making this replacement, we have to solve
D

 = 0 (2:2)
for non-zero .































Sl(2;R) gauge eld. This is a reection of the fact that (adS)
3
gravity can be viewed as a Chern-Simons theory for the adS group SO(2; 2)

=
Sl(2;R)  Sl(2;R) [1], and that for the extension to (p,0) supergravity only one
Sl(2;R) factor is supersymmetrized. Since the torsion vanishes in a purely bosonic
























































































are the duals of the Sl(2;R) and U(1) eld strengths respectively.
In the absence of matter the Euler-Lagrange equations for the bosonic elds of






= 0 ; (2:9)
so that (2.7) is automatically satised by solutions of the source-free equations.
Since only the (adS)
3
spacetime with zero U(1) charge admits the full complement
of Killing spinors, i.e. four for (2,0) supergravity (this being the real dimension of
the space of complex two-component spinors) we shall seek metric and gauge eld
congurations admitting two Killing spinors
?
. We can implement this by requiring





) = 0 (2:10)
for some complex functions b
a
. Provided that
b  b = 1 (2:11)
this condition projects out half the components of . This constraint on  can be
? This will of course include the zero charge anti-de Sitter spacetime as a special case.
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solved by writing







for arbitrary complex function N and constant spinor 
0
. When (2.12) is substi-














= 0 : (2:13)
This is of course satised by any solution of the empty space equations, but we wish
to nd o-shell congurations that admit Killing spinors. When we subsequently
consider the implications of the eld equations our Killing spinor results will then
be equally applicable whether we consider the eld equations with or without
matter. Note that the integrability condition (2.7) is necessary but insucient for
the background to admit a Killing spinor, so after analysing the content of the
integrability conditions we must then return to the Killing spinor equation (2.6),
which will restrict the function N in (2.12).
Rather than attempt to nd the general solution of (2.6) we shall nd solutions












dt+ rd' ; (2:14)


























This ansatz is suggested by the fact that the function u(r) is constant for the black
hole. The Sl(2;R) one-form potential B
a



























































































= 0 : (2:17)


























































We now return to the Killing spinor equation. Given that  has the form of
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= 0 : (2:23)











for some function  of r, which must be nite since B
'0
6= 0. It follows that the t







= 0 : (2:25)
Dierentiating this equation with respect to r, and denoting this derivative by a


















































which we may use to eliminate b
0
a






depends only on r, and b
a








= 0 : (2:28)




(i)  is constant, in which case b depends on t and  only through the combi-















and (r) is unrestricted.
Option (i) is the more dicult to analyse, partly because there is in this case





turns out that all supersymmetric spacetimes found via option (i) are also found
via option (ii); that this is possible is due to the fact that the function N can
be '-dependent. The converse is not true, however; option (ii) leads to some
supersymmetric spacetimes that cannot be found via option (i). We shall therefore
omit the analysis of option (i) and proceed with option (ii).
For either option, the t and ' components of (2.23) are equivalent so we need


















































) = 0 :
(2:31)
Solving the last of these equations for b
1
and substituting it into the other two
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+ 2mhr : (2:33)
Substituting this result into the equations (2.27) one discovers that R and b
2
satisfy





















The equation for R together with (2.19) is equivalent to the following two equations
that determine the functions f and h in terms of u and two constants  and :

















The constant  must be real and cannot vanish if the spacetime is to be asymptotic
to anti-de Sitter space (or the black hole vacuum). By a redenition of the time
coordinate t, we can eectively change  to any non-zero value, and the choice
 = 2m (2:37)
is convenient. The constant 
2
must also be real. This would, in principle, allow
 to be pure imaginary but we shall seee shortly that  must be real too.
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Using these formulae one can easily solve (2.35) for b
2
and simplify the expressions
for the other components of b
a




















































We now turn to the equation for the one-form A, (2.22). If the associated
abelian gauge group is R then the gauge freedom of A can be used to remove
the phase of N . However, if the gauge group is U(1) then we must distinguish
between `small' and `large' gauge transformations, i.e. between elements of U(1)
that are connected to the identity and those which are not connected to the identity.
Because the action for the U(1) gauge eld A is m times the CS term, the charge







as will be explained in more detail in section 4. A large gauge transformation will
change the value of this charge, so xing the charge restricts the gauge freedom
to small gauge transformations. In this case the phase of N cannot necessarily
be completely removed by a gauge transformation but we can use the freedom of
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small gauge transformations to bring the function N to the form





where n is an integer and a(r; ') is a real function. The t-dependent term in the
phase is chosen for later convenience. Taking real and imaginary parts of (2.22)
now determines the one-form A and the function a(r; '). It is at this point that
one discovers that  must be purely real rather than purely imaginary because




















a = a(r)  k
 
p
f +    k
+
p
f    : (2:43)


































































= 1 : (2:45)






for some constant projection matrix, P , that projects out two components of 
0
,
since (for xed k

) the real dimension of the space of Killing spinors  is two, not
15
four, despite the fact that 
0
has two complex, and hence four real, components.
































































); these results will prove useful later.








































Notice that the requirement that there exist Killing spinors leaves undetermined the
function u and the constant . These are to be determined by the eld equations
and the boundary conditions.
3. Supersymmetric vacuum spacetimes
In section 6 we shall consider the eld equations with a sigma model soliton
source. Here we shall consider the simpler source-free case. Inserting the metric








By a redenition '! '+ const: t, we can arrange for the integration constant
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By comparison with the black hole solution of [2] we see that J is the total angular
momentum of this spacetime, and that the total mass, relative to the black hole
vacuum, is M = 2mJ   
2
. We shall conrm these identications in the following




( + n)d' ; (3:4)




( + n) : (3:5)
Using this relation between  and Q, the total mass may be expressed in terms of
J and Q as
M = 2mJ   (2Q+ n)
2
: (3:6)
Although  need not be an integer, one must choose  =  n to get A = 0
and so recover the spacetimes considered previously in the context of the purely



























When n = 0 this metric represents a spacetime of mass M = 2mJ . For positive J
(and n = 0) the massM is positive and the metric is that of the extreme black hole,
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shown previously to admit Killing spinors [3]. A version of this supersymmetric
extreme black hole metric with positive mass exists for either sign of J because the
transformation t!  t in (3.7) eectively changes the sign of J without changing




















































with negative massM =  2mjJ j is also supersymmetric! Unlike the extreme black
hole, however, it has a naked cusp-like singularity at r = 0. For either sign of the






























is a constant spinor. In these cases, the
freedom represented by k

is clearly not independent of the freedom to choose  
0
and the Killing spinors span a space of real dimension 2. When M > 0 the Killing




, which is the horizon of the black hole. For
either sign of M the Killing spinor is singular at r = 0, but so also is the metric.









































which would be one form of the adS metric, which has a non-singular Killing horizon
at r = 0, were it not for the fact that ' is an angular variable. The identication
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of ' with ' + 2 creates a conical singularity at the horizon, so the black hole
vacuum has a null singularity at r = 0.
Observe that a necessary condition for a Killing spinor  to be non-singular at











(t = 0; r! 0) (3:13)
for some constant (non-zero) spinor 
0
and non-negative integer . Moreover, if
 = 0 the spinor  will still be singular at r = 0 unless jnj = 1.
When jnj = 1, the metric (3.11) is that of adS space. The corresponding Killing
spinors have  = 0 and are therefore non-singular at r = 0, as required since the
singularity of the metric at r = 0 is merely a coordinate singularity in this case.
When jnj > 1, the Killing spinors  still have the property (3.13) with  = 0. They
are therefore singular at r = 0, but this is not problematic because the metric is





; '^ = n' ; (3:14)
in terms of which the metric (3.11) is again adS, but the angular variable '^ is now
identied with period 2jnj instead of 2, which implies a conical singularity at
r = 0 with negative decit angle  =  2(jnj 1). The `point' r = 0 must therefore
be excluded from the spacetime. It seems that such spacetimes are unphysical.
When Q 6= 0 most of the above discussion still applies if Q is half-integral, but
with n replaced by n + 2Q. Note, however, that although the metric is adS for
J = 0 and jn + 2Qj = 1, and hence non-singular, the gauge eld A is singular at
the origin if Q 6= 0, so that one cannot have a completely non-singular `charged'
adS spacetime. In contrast, when J = 0 and jn + 2Qj = 0, so that the metric is
that of the black hole vacuum, it is still possible to have Q =  
n
2
for n 6= 0 without
incurring a singularity of the gauge eld. This is due to the fact that the spatial
sections of the black hole vacuum are not simply connected.
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There is no necessity for Q to be half-integral, however. Consider, for example,




Because of the freedom to adjust n we may assume that




























. These spacetimes have been considered in [4];
they have a conical singularity at the origin with decit angle  = 2(1   ) =
2(1 +
p
M ). They are nevertheless physical because they may form from an
initially non-singular shell of matter that collapses to the origin [11]. They may be
regarded as point particle solutions and in this sense are not truly vacuum solutions.
Here we have shown that these solutions are supersymmetric, for appropriate U(1)
charge, in the context of (2,0) adS supergravity.
4. An energy bound for (2+1) adS gravity
The total mass and angular momentum of a (3+1)-dimensional asymptotically
adS spacetime were dened by Abbott and Deser [5] using a modication of the
ADM procedure for asymptotically-at spacetimes. Although the same analysis
can be directly taken over for (2+1)-dimensional asymptotically-at spacetimes,
a similar but much simpler analysis is available that exploits the Chern-Simons
formulation of adS gravity in 2+1 dimensions.
Consider rst an arbitrary semi-simple Lie algebra. Let K

be the Lie algebra-














































































= 0 : (4:4)














D is the covariant derivative constructed from the background eld. Thus,
the left hand side of (4.5) is linear in K; the non-linear terms have been moved
to the right hand side and included in the `total' current j
tot:
. If we now suppose
that the background

K is such as to admit a Lie-algebra valued scalar  that is




 = 0 ; (4:6)














= 0. The eld equations in the form (4.5) can now be used
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where K is the one-form with components K

and the integral is taken over
a `circle at innity'. We can now dene Q() to be the total charge on a space-
like hypersurface associated with a Lie algebra valued scalar that approaches 
asymptotically. Clearly, K must also approach

K asymptotically. Thus, the ADM
procedure applied to (2+1)-dimensional CS gauge theories leads to an identication
of charge as the holonomy of an asymptotic U(1) connection.
To apply this result to the U(1) gauge eld A of the (2,0) adS supergravity
we should take into account that the normalization of the CS action for this eld







as claimed in the previous section. To obtain similar formulae for the energy
and angular momentum of asymptotically (adS)
3
spacetimes, we recall that the































normalization of the charges in (4.9) assumes a canonical normalization for the CS
action. The eld equations of adS gravity are obtainable as the Euler-Lagrange
equations of any linear combination of the CS terms for the two Sl(2;R) factors
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of the adS group, but the standard Einstein-Hilbert form of the action is found
by taking (2m)
 1
















E] = E2mJ , where E is the energy and J is the
angular momentum. Thus,





























































































The background covariantly-constant vector  may be expressed in terms of an adS























which ensure that  is future-directed timelike provided  is non-zero, a condition

























To x the constant k we shall evaluate the right hand side of (4.12) for the general


























and, as pointed out in [2], the special case of J = 0 and M =  1 is anti-de Sitter
spacetime, so we expect that E =M +1. Except in the extreme,M = 2mJ , case,
this metric is not included in our ansatz of (2.14) because the factor multiplying
dr
2
in (4.18) is not positive denite for all r. However, this factor is positive for




























Combining this with (4.17) we verify the formula (4.12) with k = 1 and, as ex-
pected, E = M + 1. Let us note here for future reference that, for t = 0, the
































We shall now use the above results to establish a lower bound on the adS
energy E following the Witten-Nester proof [15] of the positivity of the ADM en-
ergy of asymptotically at 3+1 dimensional spacetimes and its generalization to
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asymptotically adS 3+1 dimensional spacetimes [16]. We shall consider asymptot-
ically adS spacetimes admitting a spinor  that is asymptotic to one of the Killing











  1 :
(4:22)
The precise formulation of the asymptotic condition will be left until later. To
avoid the proliferation of  signs in the formulae to follow we shall assume that J












 + c:c: (4:23)
where D is the covariant derivative of (2.3). Using (4.14) and (4.22), it is easily
seen that (4.12) can be rewritten as


















  4Q ; (4:24)
where

D is the adS background covariant derivative, and dS

is the dual of the
line element of the circle at innity.
Assuming now that the circle at innity is the only boundary of a spacelike
two-surface with dual surface element dS
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At this point we need the eld equations for the metric and the abelian gauge eld.
































































The second term in the integral on the RHS of this equation is non-negative pro-











and future directed for all spinors . This condition is trivially satised in the
absence of matter and it is also satised by the currents of the supersymmetric
sigma-model, as we shall show later. The rst term on the RHS of (4.27) can be
















is the inverse of the spatial 2-metric.


























for any integer . Note that this spinor has the required asymptotic property







equals the right hand side of (4.29) and 
1
is assumed to fall o faster than
1=
p
r as r ! 1. One can then prove by a variant of the original argument of
[15] that the operator
(2)
D= has no zero eigenvalues on the space of functions with
the asymptotic fall o of 
1
. It then follows that there exists, at least locally, a




that is determined by 
1
. The form of 
1
can
be determined by solving the Witten condition for large r and the result is that
given in (4.29). There may be global obstructions that nevertheless prevent the
existence of the required solution of the Witten condition. We shall return to this
question below. Given the absence of global obstructions, we have now shown that
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the rst term in the integral on the RHS of (4.27) is also non-negative and hence










  4Q ; (4:30)
which can be saturated only if D = 0, i.e. only if  is a Killing spinor. The line
integral of 

D may be computed using (4.29). It vanishes only when  = 1 and
Q = 0 and the nal result is such that (4.30) is equivalent to


















This is our main result concerning energy bounds in three-dimensional adS space-
time. Note that for  = n the bound is saturated by the spacetimes (3.3) labelled
by the integer n in section 2. As we saw there, these solutions indeed admit Killing
spinors.
Consider the special case for which Q = 0. In this case the strongest bound on
the energy is found by choosing  = 0, in which case we have that
M>2mjJ j ; (4:33)
which was also found in [7] by other methods. For J = 0 this is saturated by the
black hole vacuum which admits a Killing spinor having the asymptotic form of
(4.29) with  = 0. However, there may be global obstructions to the existence
of a solution to the Witten condition that invalidate the bound. In fact, this is
necessarily the case since the bound (4.33), for J = 0, is violated by adS space,
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which is non-singular and has M =  1 [2]. Clearly, the assumption of the absence
of a global obstruction to the existence of a solution to the Witten condition with
the asymptotic behaviour of (4.29) must be false for adS space if one assumes that
 = 0. This accords with the fact that the Killing spinor of adS space has the
asymptotic form (4.29) but with  = 1. For spacetimes for which  = 1 gives
the correct asymptotic behaviour of globally-dened spinors one instead nds the
bound M>   1, which is saturated by the adS spacetime.
An instructive (although non-supersymmetric) example is provided by the in-































= ard' ; (4:35)





















The metric is non-singular at r = 0 and Cauchy surfaces include this point. It
follows that the spinor  satisfying the Witten condition must be non-singular at











(t = 0; r! 0) (4:37)


















We see immediately that  = 0 is not possible since  cannot be negative. The
lowest admissable value of jj is jj = 1, which corresponds to  = 0. Linearity of
(4.28) and continuity imply that the phase of  as r ! 1 remains equal , so
the integer  in (4.37) is the same as the integer  in (4.29) which, as we have now
shown, cannot vanish. This is a satisfactory conclusion because had a non-singular
spinor  been allowed for  = 0 we could have used it to derive the classical bound
M>0, which we know to be false. As things stand, we may choose jj = 1 and this
allows the derivation of the classical bound M>   1. We consider this example
as evidence for the conjecture that global obstructions to solutions of the Witten
condition (4.28) never exclude (under the conditions discussed earlier) both  = 0
and jj = 1. If this is true then the validity of the bound M>  1 extends to the
quantum theory. This would establish the absolute stability of the adS vacuum.
The status of the black hole vacuum is quite dierent since it saturates the weaker
 = 0 bound M>0. It seems likely that the black hole vacuum will be unstable
to decay by quantum tunelling for rather similar reasons to those that lead to an
instability of the 4+1 dimensional KK vacuum [10].
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5. (2,0) adS Supergravity sigma models
The elds of the N = 2 sigma-model action consist of the scalar elds 
I
,
which are maps from spacetime to the 2n-dimensional target space M, and the
complex sigma-model fermions 
i
, (i = 1; : : : ; n). N=2 supersymmetry requires
the target space to be Kahler. That is, there must exist a closed two form 
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I; J;K = 1; 2; : : : ;dimM : (5:1)
We note here that d
 = 0 implies that 

IJ










The vector X cannot be globally-dened on a compact Kahler manifold because in
that case 
 is not exact. Since the holonomy of the (torsion free) ane connection
of a 2n-dimensional Kahler manifold is U(n) it is possible to introduce a set of
complex frame one-forms ff
i
; i = 1 : : : ; ng in the fundamental representation of
U(n), with components f
I
i
. Their complex conjugates ff
i
g, with components f
I i
transform in the n representation of U(n). The metric g and two-form 
 can now













The introduction of the vielbein is convenient because it allows the supersymmetry
transformations involving the sigma-model elds to be expressed in terms of a single
complex spinor parameter. Otherwise, the second-supersymmetry transformation,
unlike the rst, is expressed in terms of the complex structure and this obscures
the fact that both are really on the same footing.
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The inverse complex vielbein f
I
i
, with complex conjugate f
I i






















































These relations are invariant under local U(n) transformations. To preserve this
invariance in the fermion couplings of the sigma model we must introduce an (anti-
hermitian) U(n) connection one-form L
i
j
which is determined in terms of the frame



























































is symmetric on its upper and lower indices.
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We now turn to the construction of the action for the N = 2 sigma-model
coupled to (2,0) adS supergravity. We shall use the gamma-matrix and other
conventions of [1]. Note that because of our (+  ) metric convention the gamma-











is a (constant) tensor density. Note also that the



















The fact that the two-form 



























)  0). It is therefore a potential source for the
Chern-Simons gauge eld A and the analogy with supergravity/sigma-model ac-
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tions in 4+1 dimensions suggests that such a term be included. Indeed, the inclu-




















































































































































































































and the spin-connection used to dene the Lorentz-covariant derivative D is now































That is, the torsion now includes a contribution from the sigma-model fermions.



















































































































+ c:c:] : (5:21)




























for arbitrary function (x).
6. Supersymmetric self-gravitating solitons
For present purposes we need only the bosonic sector of the supergravity cou-





























































































The curious nal `topological' term in the action (6.1) deserves comment. For
the special case ofM = S
2
it is just the well-known Hopf term [17]. Its presence is
34
required by supersymmetry if the coupling of A




























































in which both the Hopf-type term and the coupling of A to the topological current
density j(
) are absent. However, this redenition would complicate the supersym-
metry transformations. Written in terms of A (rather than A
0
) the supersymmetry
transformation of  

is exactly as it was in the absence of matter, apart from 
2
terms which vanish in a purely bosonic background. This has the consequence
that the Killing spinor equation found previously in the context of the pure (2,0)
adS supergravity theory is unchanged by the coupling to matter. This is a special
feature of the particular model that we have constructed; more general matter
couplings exist but they will not be discussed here.





























































and r is the standard spacetime and target space covariant derivative. The eld
equations (6.5) are precisely of the form assumed earlier in our derivation of energy
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. The right hand side of (6.10) is manifestly non-spacelike
and future directed, so the condition on the stress tensor and U(1) current required
to establish the classical energy bound in section 3 is indeed satised by supersym-
metric sigma-model matter. As we saw in that section the energy bound can be
saturated only if  =  where  is a Killing spinor. It is also clear from (4.27)
and (6.10) that a further condition for saturation of the bound in the presence
of sigma model matter is that, when  = ,  
I
= 0. Not surprisingly, this is




= 0 if the anti-commuting complex spinor
parameter  is replaced by the complex commuting Killing spinor . Thus, to nd








 = 0 (6:11)





























) = 0 : (6:12)
To solve these equations we consider matter elds of the form 
I
(' + 2mt; r)
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where  is the constant introduced in section 2, and the function f is given by
(2.36) (with  = 2m). Clearly we must exclude  = 0 here but it follows from
(2.42) that G

= 0 when  = 0, and then from (6.5) and (6.7) that 
I
must be
constant, so no generality is lost by this exclusion.
We have now reduced the solution of the conditions (6.12) for the matter elds
to preserve supersymmetry to the problem of nding functions 
I
(' + 2mt; r)





dr + i('+ 2mt)] ; (6:15)
and choose complex coordinates 

( = 1; : : : ; n) on the target space, then the
complex elds 





= 0 : (6:16)
which is solved by holomorphic functions of z. This is precisely the condition found
for sigma-model solitons in at space.
The equation of motion (6.6) for 
I
is now found to be identically satised so
the holomorphic functions 

(z), as well as the function u, must be found from
















































Since the functions f and h are determined in terms of u by (2.36), this equation
can be viewed as a second order ODE for u with a source determined by the
holomorphic functions 

. However, the LHS of (6.18) depends only on r, i.e.
on jzj, while this is true of the RHS only for very special holomorphic functions.
For simplicity, we shall now restrict the discussion to the simplest possible Kahler
target manifold, the Riemann sphere, parametrized by a single complex coordinate






















for some constant C and integer k. The simplest case is k = 0, i.e. constant matter
elds. The rst non-trivial case is k = 1 and we shall examine this case in some
























to rewrite (6.21) as an ODE with jzj as the independent variable. This ODE can








where c is the integration constant. We note for future reference that fh can be
constant only if C = 0, which corresponds to vanishing matter, or C = 1, which
38
is clearly unphysical. Constant fh implies constant u, i.e a vacuum solution (as
expected for C = 0) and thus fh = 1 by our analysis of section 2. It follows that
C = 0) c = 4  
C =1) c =   :
(6:24)

















Dening the new dependent and independent variables
r
2
= y ~u(y) = 2mr
2
  u(r) ; (6:26)





























We have not been able to nd an analytic solution of this second order non-linear
dierential equation, but assuming that ~u  2mr
2
, asymptotically as r ! 1 the

















J is a constant and
K = (c+ )(c+    4) (6:29)
is another constant. Because of the logarithmic term, the constant
~
J cannot be
identied with the total angular momentum unless K = 0, hence the change in
39

































































































































The logarithmic term in (6.28) vanishes when K = 0, i.e. when either c =   or
c = 4  . In fact, all terms in u other than the constant vanish when c takes one
these two values, which therefore lead to vacuum solutions. Since fh = 1 for a
vacuum solution (given  = 2m), we learn that the implications of (6.24) can be
reversed. That is, c = 4  implies that C = 0, which we now exclude since we are
interested in soliton solutions, and c =   implies that C =1, which we exclude
as unphysical. We conclude that the logarithmic term is necessarily present for
self-gravitating solitons, so K 6= 0. When
~
J = 0 the K = 0 case can be thought
of as the limiting case in which the soliton becomes a point particle at the origin,
which is then a conical singularity. It is not dicult to see that the logarithmic
term is a necessary feature for a spacetime to be non-singular without horizons
and we argue below that the spacetimes of the self-gravitating solitons found here
indeed have this property.
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From (6.32) we see that the vector potential A tends to a constant as r !1
and the complex scalar eld  tends to a phase. From this it is easy to see that both
the eld strength two-form for A and the energy momentum tensor for  vanish at
innity. But since u grows logarithmically the metrics of our soliton solutions are
not asymptotically anti de Sitter in the sense of [18] so the results of those authors
is not applicable. Nor is it clear that the charges dened as in section 4 make
sense. However, although neither M nor J is separately well-dened, the linear
combination
~
M =M  2mJ is, because the potentially divergent contribution due
to the ln r term in u cancels, and we may as well dene this quantity to be the




, as in the vacuum case.
Singularities of the metric (2.48) for u given by (6.26) and (6.27) can arise, in
principle, either from some component becoming innite at nite r or because the
inverse fails to exist. Any such singularity may be merely a coordinate singularity,
of course; this point must be adressed after location of the singularities. A com-
ponent of the metric can become innite for nite r only if u becomes innite for
nite r, or when u is of the form u  r as r ! 0, in which case g
rr
would become
innite. As we shall see, neither case can occur. Consider rst the case u!1 as
r ! r
0





. In this case it is convenient to


























where now y = y(~u) and y
0
= dy=d~u. We have to look for solutions y of this
equation that go to a constant as ~u goes to innity. Let us write the asymptotic








goes to zero as ~u goes to innity. Neglecting non-leading terms we have












the solution of which is y
1
/ ln ~u, contrary to assumption. For the cases c = 0 or










the solution of which is again inconsistent with the asymptotic condition for y
1
.
We conclude that u is nite for nite r. To exclude the other possibility, that u  r
as r! 0, we shall suppose that ~u  y

, for some constant , as y ! 0. One then
discovers that this is consistent with (6.27) for  = 0 or  = 1, but not otherwise.
It remains to determine whether the metric is invertible. Since
det g = r
2
(fh) (6:37)
the metricwill be singular, apart from the expected singularity at the origin r = 0 of
the polar coordinates, only if (fh) vanishes. It follows from (6.21) that (fh)!  1
as r !1 if (fh) is anywhere negative. As this contradicts the known behaviour
(fh) ! 1 as r ! 1, we conclude that (fh) cannot be negative. Furthermore,
(6.21) implies that (fh)
0
must vanish at any point, other than r = 0, at which
(fh) vanishes. Observe now that linearization of (6.25) about a point at which
(fh) vanishes leads to the conclusion that (fh)
0
is everywhere negative in some
neighbourhood of this point, but this is not possible unless (fh) changes sign
there. Since it cannot change sign our supposition that there was a point at which
(fh) = 0 must be false. Thus r = 0 is the only point at which the metric is singular.
As we have seen, the only possible power behaviour of u^ near the origin is u^  y

for  = 0 or  = 1. In the latter case (6.27) also determines the coecient, such
that ~u = ay + o(y), and a =  
2m
c 4
 (the value a =  
2m
c
 is also allowed by the
equation but we exclude it since c = 4    should correspond to a = 2m). If we
require the singularity of the metric at r = 0 to be a mere coordinate singularity we
further discover that the constant c must be chosen such that ~u = 2my +O(y
2
)
(note that this includes adS for  = 1). When ~u tends to a non-zero constant
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as r ! 0, non-singularity at r = 0 restricts the next to leading term so that
u / 1 4mr+O(r
2
), athough this possibility is excluded by the requirement that
A and  also be non-singular at r = 0, as we shall see. We conclude that (6.27) is
compatible with a non-singular metric at the origin.
We now turn to the behaviour of the other elds near the origin. From (2.42)
we see that non-singularity of A requires that dA vanish at r = 0. This restricts
the value of n: to n = 0 when ~u  const: as r! 0 and to n =  1 when ~u  2my
as ! 0. However, when ~u  const:, jj  const: as r ! 0, which (since the
constant is non-zero) implies that  is singular at r = 0. On the other hand, when
~u  2my, j  r as r ! 0, so  is non-singular at r = 0. Thus, non-singular
sigma model matter requires jnj = 1. This is to be expected because when u  r
2
as r ! 0, the Killing spinor  tends to a constant and this is compatible with its
non-singularity at r = 0 only for jnj = 1.
Thus, the behaviour near r = 0 of the metric, the CS gauge eld, and the
sigma-model scalars, is compatible with the existence of a non-singular soliton
solution admitting Killing spinors with jnj = 1. Near r = 0 the metric is of the
form (6.30) with




) (r! 0) : (6:38)
To complete the proof that non-singular self-gravitating solitons exists we would
need to show that the solutions of (6.27) that behave like (6.38) near the origin
match onto solutions with the asymptotic behaviour (6.28) as r ! 1. The non-




The work reported here was initially motivated by some similarities between
2+1 and 4+1 dimensions. However, it is ultimately the dierences that are most
striking. One of these is the fact that there is not just one energy bound but at
least two. There are, in fact an innite number of supersymmetric static spacetimes
withM =  n
2
, so that supersymmetry alone does not imply a lower bound on the
energy, although only two of these (adS spacetime and the black hole vacuum) have
non-singular Cauchy surfaces; the spacetimes for n > 1 all have a naked conical
singularity with negative decit angle. These facts are related to the fact that, like
asymptotically Kaluza-Klein spacetimes, spatial innity is multiply connected. For
this reason one must distinguish between periodic and antiperiodic spinors when
deriving the BGH bound. Assuming that this distinction is sucient for spacetimes
that are non-singular on some initial Cauchy surface and that solve the Einstein
equations, with matter stress tensor satisfying the dominant energy condition,
we concluded that the adS spacetime is absolutely stable, quantum mechanically,
as well as classically but that the black hole vacuum might be unstable against
quantum tunnelling. This deserves futher investigation.
Yet another surprise is that not only do the M = 2mjJ j extreme black hole
spacetimes admit Killing spinors, as shown in [3], but so also do the spacetimes
with M =  2mjJ j, although again these negative mass spacetimes have naked
cusp-like singularities and are presumably unphysical. The spacetimes associated
with point particles [4] with a mass in the range  1 < M < 0 have a naked conical
singularity at the origin with decit angle  = 2(1 +
p
M). We have shown




E > 1   4Q
2
; (7:1)
where E is the energy with respect to the adS vacuum. We have also shown that
this relation can be interpreted as the saturation of a Bogomolnyi-type bound by
a supersymmetric solution of the eld equations.
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The supersymmetric self-gravitating solitons that we have found can be con-
sidered as smeared versions of these supersymmetric point particles, although
the asymptotic behaviour is quite dierent. They share some features with self-
gravitating instantonic solitons of ve-dimensional supergravity. In the latter case,
the curved space equations for the Yang-Mills matter reduced to the at space
self-duality equations as a result of particular interactions of the Maxwell eld
that were required by supersymmetry [9]. In the 2+1 case we similarly found that
the holomorphicity condition for supersymmetric at space sigma-model solitons is
maintained by the coupling to adS supergravity, but there was a further restrictive
condition. In fact, the self-gravitating sigma-model solitons are not strictly asymp-
totic to anti de Sitter spacetime because of a logarithmic terms in the metric. The
criteria for a solution of adS gravity to be a bone de self-gravitating soliton clearly
deserves further study. One wonders, for example, whether the solitons we have
found could be pair-produced. The same question could reasonably be asked of
the extreme black holes.
Finally, those new supersymmetric spacetimes found here for which Q = 0 can
also be considered as solutions of the eective eld equations of three-dimensional
string theory [19], so that they will have target space duals associated with exactly
the same string theory. It will be of interest to see whether any of the singular
supersymmetric asymptotically adS spacetimes have non-singular duals.
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